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As China is booming in economy, more and more Chinese companies expand 
their business into other countries. Before marketing their products in those countries, 
they have to have themselves known to the people there. A company profile is 
essentially a resume for the company to establish its credibility in the market at home 
and abroad. It is a major contributor to give the buyers the first impression on a 
company and is also a great opportunity to gain their trust. So those companies that 
have business relations with foreign countries usually have their company overviews 
translated into English and put them on the websites so that they are accessible to 
everyone who is interested in the companies.   
This thesis tends to explore the mistranslation of Chinese-English company 
profiles from a pragmatic perspective of Adaptation Theory. In the introduction and 
the first chapter, the author takes an overview of the researches on company profile 
translation and the introduction of the Adaptation Theory. According to the theory, the 
author puts forward that the process of translating the company profiles should be the 
one of the translators’ dynamic adaptation. In chapter two, the author makes a 
contrastive analysis between Chinese and English company profiles, attempting to 
find out the similarities and differences between them. As the main body of this paper, 
the third chapter explores into a large number of instances of mistranslations resulting 
from translator’s inadequate adaptation consciousness. The translators’ mistranslation 
results from their failures to make adaptation to all the ingredients of the 
extra-linguistic and linguistic context. In chapter four, the author suggests that 
translators should attach importance to the specific context, and then select the proper 
strategy of Translation Variation accordingly so as to achieve effective CP translation 
from Chinese to English. 
The study of mistranslation from the perspective of adaptation plays an 















theoretical framework of translation that integrates the linguistic, social and cultural 
elements functioning in the process of translation. Moreover, the theory makes it more 
operative to translate the company profile from Chinese to English.  
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